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Faleyevich, Boris Iosevich 
 
1.07 Father, a shoemaker, mother, a housewife, and 2 brothers and Boris lived in 

Slutsk, near Minsk. [no birth date given on pate, although he says his older 
brother was born in 1926. Later he says he, Boris, was 12 in 1941] 

 
1.10 Family was irreligious. Father was a member of the Party. 
 
1.16 In 1939 heard from Poish refugees that Germans had begun killing Jews in 

Poland. 
 
1.19 Talks about first day of war – mood. Father went into army 25 June 1941 –never 

returned. Thought of evacuating to East, but didn’t succeed. 
 
1.25 Germans entered Slutsk on June 26. Few days later, 13 Jews were killed. 
 
[Break] 
 
2.00 In July, Germans took census in Slutsk, determing who was Jewish. Jews had to 

wear yellow stars and could only walk in streets, not on sidewalks. 
 
2.05 August 1941 established ghetto in area which had been Soviet army camp. Lived 

in barracks. 
 
2.07 Two truckloads of men from ghetto taken to nearby forest and shot. 
 
2.12 Local member of the ‘polizei’ whom family knew before the war warned Boris’s 

mother that occupants of their barracks would be shot the next day and that they 
should move to another barracks. 

 
2.16 Oct 25-26, 1941 were days of mass shootings in the ghetto. He heard 5,000-6,000 

died. Boris had been working with a group of other ghetto inmates in a German 
army living quarters. Then marched to city square. Sounds of gunfire and cries. 
There were soldiers standing around who the ‘polizei’ identified as members of a 
‘Lithuanian Punitive’ detachment. Marched back to barracks, where a ‘selection’ 
took place to determine who would be kept alive for labor and who would be shot 
that day. 

 
2.24 Germans establish new ghetto for survivors in Slutsk city. 
 
2.27 Boris and mother begin working in factory that prepared peat for use as fuel, in 

Aug. or Sept 1942. They managed to escape and join partisans – Boris, his mother 
and his 8 year old brother. 
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[Break] 
 
3.00 Helped to link up with partisans by a Belorussian woman whom they worked 

with. 
 
3.09 Because of attacks by Germans, partisan units moved around a lot. 
 
3.11 Discusses escaping from German encirclement on one occasion – end of 1942. 
 
3.16 Mother becomes ill and partisan brigade commander decides to send family to 

join Soviet army forces – across front lines. 
 
3.17 First sent to partisan headquarters in Lubenskiy rayon. Work at headquarters. 
 
3.19 During attack by Germans, in spring 1944, Boris, mother and brother hid in a 

swamp area but were captured – along with other villagers. None of villagers gave 
them away as Jews, and Germans released them and all the other civilians. Were 
able to return to partisan unit.  

 
3.22 Soviet troops advance and reach them on June 30, 1944. 
 
3.24 Return to Slutsk. 
 
3.26 Discusses past-war life. 
 
3.29 Questioner asks about Jewish committee in ghetto. Some were helpful, some not. 
 
 
    END OF TAPE 
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